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Cognitive Psychology

Lecture 6. Memory 2

• Amnesia; Memory
systems by content
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Primacy effect - better recall for words at beginning

Recency effect - better recall for words at end

Results: Serial Position Effect

Primacy and Recency Effects
• Primacy effect is due to…

– greater rehearsal of items --> LTM

• Recency effect is due to…
– items still in STM

Evidence 2. Serial position
curve

• Manipulate short-term memory
– Occupy short-term store

• Count backwards by 3 from 100

– Should affect recency but not primacy

Input position
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Interpolated
activity has an
effect on recency
but does not
affect the rest of
the curve

30s filled
delay

Immediate recall
/30s unfilled delay

accuracy

Evidence 2. Serial position
curve

• Manipulate short-term memory
– Occupy short-term store

• Count backwards by 3 from 100
– Should affect recency but not primacy

• Manipulate long-term memory
– Change rate of presentation
– Longer time to rehearse
– Slower presentation -> better recall
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Evidence 2. Serial Position
• Primacy and recency components open

to separate sets of influences
– Filled delay affects recency, not primacy
– Familiarity of words, rate of presentation,

etc., affects primacy, not recency

• These portions are products of different
mechanisms

Methodological sidenote: double
dissociation

100%

Task A     Task B
(motion)  (color vision)

Single Dissociation

Task A     Task B
(motion)  (color vision)

Double Dissociation

Double Dissociation

• Informative about how the human
mind should be divided

• E.g.
– Rats’ learning of tastes vs. electric shock to

feet

Evidence for Separate Short- and
Long-term Stores

• Capacity
• Serial position effect
• Acoustic and semantic coding
• Effects of brain damage

Evidence 3. Acoustic and
semantic coding

• Read the following list:
– Mad, man, mat, cap, cad, can, cat, map
– Try this:
– Big, long, broad, great, high, tall, large, wide
– Again:
– Cow, day, bar, few, hot, pen, sup, pit

• Immediate serial recall (short-term memory)
– Sound-alike lists: ___% correct
– Meaning-alike lists: ___% correct
– Dissimilar items: ___% correct

• Delayed free recall: same meaning << dissimilar.
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Short-term vs. long-term M

• Dissociation not absolute
– E.g., recency effect is not the sole property

of short-term store
• Rugby players’ memory for the season games

also shows a recency effect
• Memory for US presidents shows recency

– E.g., short-term memory is affected by
semantic contents of the materials

• Duration is a continuous variable

Short-term & long-term M

• Neither store is a single entity
• Short-term memory

– For verbal materials: phonological store
– For visual materials: visual-spatial sketch

pad
– Attention also affects info in STM

• Long-term memory
– Can be sub-divided --> today’s topic

Long-term memory subsystems

• The case of H.M. revisited
– Upon further scrutiny: amnesia does not

represent a total failure in learning ability

Perceptual learning: Recognizing broken drawings

HM’s spared learning abilities

• Perceptual
learning
– Broken drawing

• Least compete to
most complete

• 1 hr later re-test
• H.M. 4 months

later still better
– Melody

• Prefer heard
melodies

Amnesics’ spared learning abilities

• Stimulus-response learning
– Conditioned eyeblink response

• H.M. retained it for at least 2 years

Puff of air --> eyeblink

Tone + puff of air --> eyeblink

Tone                 --> eyeblink
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Amnesics’ spared learning abilities

• Motor learning
– Mirror tracing

– With practice,
HM became
proficient at
mirror drawing

Amnesics’ spared learning abilities

• Sequence
learning
– A sequence of

locations repeats
in the
experiment

– Response
becomes faster

A     B      C     D

DBCACBDCBA…

Amnesics’ spared learning abilities

• Preserved at:
– Perceptual learning
– Stimulus-response association
– Motor learning etc.

• Why do we call them amnesics?

Multiple memory systems

• Learning and memory: variety of
processes

• Bechara et al. (1995)

03-20

3.20 Adapted from Kandel, E.R. Schwartz, J.H., and Jessell,
T.M. (Eds.), Principles of Neural Science, 3rd edition. Norwalk,

Connecticut: Appleton & Lange, 1991. Copyright © 1991 by
Appleton & Lange.

Multiple memory systems

• Bechara et al. (1995)
– Random series of red, green, yellow, blue lights

• Blue light: loud boat horn --> emotional reaction

– Patient WC: bilateral hippocampal damage
• Has emotional reaction: skin conductance
• Doesn’t know blue + boat horn

– Patient S.M.: bilateral amygdala damage
• No emotional reaction
• Knows that blue + boat horn

– Double dissociation: episodic memory,
conditioned emotional response
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Declarative/nondeclarative M

• Declarative memory
– Explicitly available to conscious recollection as

facts, events, specific stimuli

• Nondeclarative memory
– Instances of perceptual, stimulus-response, motor

learning that we are not necessarily conscious of

• Sometimes declarative M and non-declarative
M are also known as Explicit and implicit
memory, respectively

Explicit vs. implicit memory

• Graf et al. (1984)
– Six-letter words shown to amnesic and

control subjects, e.g., “DEFINE”, rate
likeness

– Explicit M: recall words
– Implicit M: stem-completion

• DEF_ _ _??
• (could be deface, defame, defeat, defect,

defend, defied, deform…)

Explicit vs. implicit M
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Free recall
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control

amnesic

Declarative/explicit memory
• Declarative M ≠ verbal learning

– Verbal learning is disrupted in anterograde
amnesia

– E.g. Gabrieli et al. 1988: H.M. new words
• Biodegradable: two grades
• Flower child: a young person who grows flowers
• Soul food: forgiveness

Declarative M = relational M ~ explicit M
Relationship b/w stimuli and their context

Case 1: impaired episodic M

• Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997
– 3 individuals, anterograde amnesia
– Hippocampal damage early in life: at birth

(for 2), at 9-years old (for 1).
– Damaged: spatial, temporal and episodic

memory
– Preserved: semantic memories

Preservation of semantic M

• Q: Which country in the world has the largest
population?  A: China

• Q: Who was Martin Luther King? A: An American;
fought for black rights; black rights leader in the
1970s; got assassinated.

• Q: What does “boast” mean? A: If someone has done
something, they boast about it; they show off.

• Q: What is a “sanctuary”? A: Safe haven; place of
safety everyone can go to.
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Preservation of semantic M

• Q: Why is it important for government to make sure that meat is
inspected before it is sold?  A: Because it could be not clean and
people could get a disease and die.

• Q: Why do some people prefer to borrow money from a bank
rather than from a friend? A: Because they can pay back the
money in their own time; a friend may pester them.

• Thus: Has preserved general knowledge, vocabulary, and
comprehension, despite damaged hippocampal formation, and
impaired spatial, temporal, and episodic memory.

Episodic vs. semantic M

• Episodic memory:
– Collections of perceptions of events

organized in time and identified by a
particular context.

• Semantic memory:
– Facts, do not include info about the context

in which the facts were learned.

Case 1: impaired semantic M -
semantic dementia

• Lateral temporal lobe is important for
storing semantic information

• Hippocampal formation and the rest of
the medial temporal lobe are not
affected

• Patient A.M.:
– Loss of semantic information
– Episodic memory ok.

Patient A.M.

• Does not understand functions of
commonplace objects

• Semantic memory severely damaged
• Episodic M OK

memory

STM LTM

The central executive
phonological loop
visuo-spatial sketch pad

declarative nondeclarative

Episodic Semantic perceptual learning
 (priming)
motor learning
S-R conditioning ...

Summary


